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On Strongly Closed Subgraphs of Highly Regular Graphs 
HIROSHI SUZUKI 
A geodetically closed induced subgraph A of a graph F is defined to be strongly closed if 
Fi(a)tq~(/3) stays in A for every i and a, /3 EA with a(a,[3)=i. We study the existence 
conditions of strongly closed subgraphs in highly regular graphs such as distance-regular graphs 
or distance-biregular graphs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
All graphs considered in this paper are finite undirected graphs without loops or 
multiple edges. Let F = (V(F), E(F)) be a graph. For a subset d '-- V(F), we identify A 
with the induced subgraph on A. In particular, F = V(F). 
For two vertices or, /3 in F, let ar(o~,/3) denote the distance between a and/3 in F, 
i.e. the length of a shortest path connecting a and/3 in F. We also write a(a,/3), when 
no confusion occurs. Let 
r , (~)  = {/3 ~ r l a(~, /3)  = i} and F(a) = ~(ot). 
For vertices a, /3 in Fwith a(a,/3) = i, let 
c(a , /3 )  = c , (~, /3)  = r, ._ ,(~) n r ( /3) ,  
A(c~, /3) = A,(c~, /3) = F~(a) iq F(/3), 
B(a,/3) = Bi(a,/3) = F,.+l(a) N F(/3), 
and 
i 
C(a ,  /3) = U r j ( , , )  n r,_~(/3) 
j~O 
= {w ~ r l a(~, w) + a(w,/3) = a(~,/3)}. 
G(a,/3) is the set of vertices which lie on a geodesic between a and /3. For the 
cardinalities, we. use lower case letters, i.e. 
Ci( Or,/3) = ICi( Or,/3)1, ai(ot, /3) = IAi(a, /3)1 and bi(ot, /3) = IBi(a, /3)1. 
We also write ci(a) (resp. ai(ot), bi(ot)) if the number ci(a, fl) (resp. ai(a, fl), 
bi(a,/3)) does not depend on the choice of/3 under the condition a(a,/3) = i, and ci 
(resp. ai, bi) if the number ci(t~,/3) (resp. ai(a,/3), bi(a,/3)) does not depend on the 
choices of a and/3 under the condition a(a,/3) = i. In these cases we say, for example, 
that ci(a) exists or ci exists. 
A connected graph F is said to be distance-regular if ci, a~ and bi exist for all i. 
A connected bipartite graph F with a bipartition P O L is said to be distance, 
biregular if c~(a) and b~(a) exist for all i and these numbers depend only on the part 
that a belongs to. 
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For convenience, if F = P tO L is a bipartite graph, we also use notations uch as c~ e, 
b~ e, c/- and b~, when the corresponding numbers depend only on the part that the base 
point belongs to. 
A subset A of a graph Fis said to be Ci-closed (resp. Ai-closed) if Ci(a, f l ) c  A (resp. 
Ai(a, fl) c A) for every pair of vertices a, /3 in A with Or(a,/3) = i. 
A subset A of F is said to be geodetically closed if C(a,/3) = A for every pair of 
vertices a, /3 in A, i.e. A is C;-closed for every i. In this case, we have Or(a,/3) = 
OA(a, /3) for all a, /3 e A. It is clear that A is geodetically closed if G(a, /3)  = A for 
every pair of vertices a, /3 in A. 
A subset A of F is said to be strongly closed if C(a,/3) c A and A(a,/3) c A for every 
pair of vertices a,/3 in A, i.e. A is both Ci-closed and Ai-closed for every i. 
We call the induced subgraph on A a geodetically (resp. strongly) closed subgraph 
when A is a geodetically (resp. strongly) closed subset. 
By definition, every strongly closed subgraph is geodetically closed; in particular, 
connected if F is connected. When F is bipartite, every geodetically closed subgraph is 
strongly closed and we do not need to distinguish these notions. 
In most known distance-regular graphs, there are many non-trivial geodetically 
closed subgraphs and in many cases they are even strongly closed. In some cases we 
can guarantee the existence of strongly (or geodetically) closed subgraphs if we know a 
part of the parameters ci and a~ (see [8, 23-25, 25, 27, 30] and [7,,Section 4.3]). We 
believe that the investigation of a strongly (or geodetically) closed subgraphs is a key in 
the study of distance-regular g aphs. 
The first question is the following: 
Is a strongly closed subgraph A of a distance-regular g aph F always distance-regular? 
By definition, the answer is 'yes' if A is regular. On the contrary, we can find 
counter-examples asily. For example, if the girth of F is large, we can construct a 
strongly closed subgraph isomorphic to a tree. 
Are there any other types of non-regular strongly closed subgraphs of distance- 
regular graphs? Theorem 1.1 gives a solution to this problem. 
We need a few more definitions in order to state the theorem. 
Let l(c, a, b) = I{i [ (ci, ai, bi) = (C, a, b)}l and r(F)  = l(Cl, al, b~). 
Let d(r) = max{0(a,/3) I a,/3 E F}, and k(a) = I r (a) l  = b0(a, a). 
Let Kk+ l denote the complete graph of valency k, and let Mk denote a Moore graph 
of valency k, which is known to be of diameter 2 and k e {2, 3, 7, 57}. 
For a graph F, 'F denotes a subdivision graph obtained by replacing each edge by a 
path of length t, as shown in Figure 1. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be a strongly closed subgraph of  a distance-regular graph 12. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(i) A is a distance-regular g aph. 
(ii) 2 <~ d(A) <~ r(l'). 
(iii) A is a distance-biregular g aph with c2i-i = c2i fo r  all i with 2i <~ d(A). In particular, 
r(r) -- d( A) =- 0(mod 2). 
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FIGURE I. 
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(iv) A is a subdivision graph of  a complete graph or a Moore graph:obtained by: 
replacing each edge by a path of  length 3 /.e. A---aKI+I or 3M I, In particular,: 
d ( A ) = r( F) + 2 = 5 or 8, and al = O, cr+ l = c~÷ 2= ar. l = ar÷ 2 = 1, where r = r (~ 
In particular, (cm-t, am-l, bin-l) = (cm, am, bm) with d(A) = m, except he case (i). 
For the corresponding result when F is a distance.biregulax graph, see the fo l lo~g 
section. 
It follows easily from Theorem 1.1 that if c2 # 1, then every strongly closed subgraph 
in a distance-regular g aph is distance-regular. Using this fact, one can prove the 
following theorem without difficulty, and it is useful when one wants to characterize a 
distance-regular graph F by the structure of its antipode Fa(a). 
THEOREM 1.2 [34]. Let F be a distance-regular g aph of  diameter d = d( F). I f  Fd( a ) 
is strongly closed for some a E F, then Fa(fl) is a clique for every vertex [3 E F. 
The second question is the following: 
Can we find parametrical conditions for distance-regular g aphs to have strongly closed 
subgraphs ? 
In this paper, we shall discuss this problem for the cases (iii) and (iv). Note that if 
2 <~ m <~ r(F), then we can find a strongly closed subgraph A in F of diameter m which 
is, roughly speaking, isomorphic to a graph obtained by replacing each edge of a tree 
by a clique. " 
To study case (iii), we define the following. 
Let q be a positive integer and let r be a positive even integer. A connected graph F 
is said to be a P(r, q)-graph if c;, aj exist for 1 ~< i ~< r + 2, 1 ~<j ~< r + 1 and they satisfy: 
c~ . . . . .  Cr = 1, at . . . . .  ar+ 1 = O, Cr+ 1 = Cr+ 2 ~- q + 1. 
It is not hard to show that if d(F)~> r + 1, then F is either a bipartite biregular 
(possibly regular) graph with valencies k e and k L for a bipartition F = P O L, or a 
non-bipartite regular graph of valency k (see Lemma 3.1). 
Note that F is a P(r, q)-graph with r =r (F )  and q = cr+t-  1 when case (iii) in 
Theorem 1.1 occurs. We believe that it is natural and important o investigate the 
graphs in case (iii) in this setting and generality (see also Section 6). 
Bipartite P(2, q)-graphs were studied by Ray-Chaudhuri and Sprague [30], and very 
recently their result was improved by Cuypers [9]. We need one more definition. 
Let q = pe be a prime power and let V be an n-dimensional vector space over GF(q) 
when q # 1, and an n-element set when q = 1. Let 
iv]. 
denote the collection of/-dimensional subspaces of g when q # 1, and the collection of 
/-subsets when q = 1. 
Let Jq(n, m, m - 1) denote a bipartite graph with a bipartition 
where 
E w] iv] x e and l E 
m-1  mq 
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are adjacent iff x c I. Jq(n, m, m - 1) is a distance-biregular P(2, q)-graph and is called 
an (m, q, n)-projective incidence structure in [30] and ~dm-l(n - 1, q) in [9]. 
Throughout his paper, we make it a convention that (qm_ 1) / (q -  1 )=m,  when 
q=l .  
THEOREM 1.3. (1) Let F be a bipartite P(2, q)-graph of  valencies k e and k L with a 
bipartition P tO L. l f  the diameter d(F) >~ 5, then one of  the following holds: 
(i) F ~-Jq(n, m, m - 1), where k L = (q'~ - 1)/(q - 1) and k e = (q,-,,+l _ 1)/(q - 1). 
(ii) F is isomorphic to a doubled Moore graph 2Mk, which is of diameter 5 and of  
valency 7, or possibly 57. 
(2) I f  F is a distance-regular non-bipartite P(2, q)-graph, then q = 1 and F is isomorphic 
to an odd graph. 
We do not use the condition 'distance-regular' in (2) of the above theorem fully (see 
Section 3). 
In Section 4, we study P(r, 1)-graphs and prove the following. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let F be a P(4, 1)-graph of diameter at least 4 and t~,~, ~ F with 
a(a, y) = 4. Then there is a geodetically closed subgraph A containing ot, y isomorphic to 
2Mk(~). Here k(a)  denotes the valency of a in 1". In particular, k(a)  ~ (2, 3, 7, 57}. 
When k(a) = 2 for some ot e F, F itself is a subdivision graph of a Moore graph 
isomorphic to 2Mk for some k. The Foster graph is an example of a 3-regular bipartite 
P(4, 1)-graph. We do not know any other examples. It may be possible to classify F 
satisfying the condition of Theorem 1.4. 
Case (iv) in Theorem 1.1 is treated in Section 5, under an additional condition that 
Cr+ 3 ---~ 1. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let F be a distance-regular graph of valency k > 2 satisfying the 
following: 
(cr, at, br) = (1, O, k - 1), 
(Cr+l, ar+l, b~+l) = (C~+2, a,+2, br+2) = (1, 1, k - 2). 
r ~ 1 and c~+3 = 1. Then r - 0 (mod 3), and the following holds: 
(1) I f  r = 3, then for every a,/3 ~ F with O(ol, /3) = 3, there is a strongly closed subgraph 
A containing a, /3 isomorphic to 3Kk+ ~. 
(2) I f  r = 6, then for every a, /3 e F with O( a, fl ) = 6, there is a strongly closed subgraph 
A containing a,/3 isomorphic to 3Mk. In particular, k ~ {3, 7, 57}. 
The first part r =-0 (mod 3) is due to Boshier and Nomura [5]. It is known that if 
l(1, O ,k -1 )=r>~l ,  then l(1,1, k -2 )~<3 and if l(1,1, k -2 )=3,  then cr+4>l 
[4, 5, 181. 
It is worth mentioning that both results (Theorems 1.4 and 1.5) are related to the 
circuit chasing technique. See [32] for a result related to Theorem 1.4. 
We use intersection diagrams as our tools. We refer those who are not familiar with 
them to [3, 5, 18, 19, 20, 29, 31, 32] and [7, Section 5.10] for example. 
For subsets A, B of F let  e(A, B) denote the number of edges between A and B, and 
let e(x, A) = e({x}, A). 
F ~i) will denote the distance-i-graph on F, i.e. the graph defined on the vertex set 
V(F) of F such that a and/3 are adjacent iff Or(a,/3) = i. 
We write a - /3  when a e F(/3). 
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2. STRONGLY CLOSED SUBGRAPHS 
In this section we shall prove Theorem 1.1 and some related results. Proposition 2.1 
and Theorem 2.2 may be known to many, but we give proofs for completeness and 
because of the lack of standard references. Problems in similar settings are discussed in 
[17, 36, 26]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let F be a connected bipartite graph with a bipartition P U L. 
Suppose that c~ exists for  i = 1 , . . . ,  m with m <~ d(F).  I f  c f  = . .  e_  e • = C r - -  1 <Cr+l ,  with 
r + 1 <~m, then the fol lowing hold: 
(1) I f  ci e = cic_l for  some i <~ m, then c~ exists and c~-1 = c~. In particular, cLt . . . . .  CLr 
L 1. exist and c~ . . . . .  c~ = 
L L PP  __ LL  " (2) I f  cL,.  . c2iexist and 2i + l <~m, then c2i+l exists and . ,  C~1"C2]+1 - -  C~/~'2j+I for  all j ~ i. 
(3) I f  r is even, then F is biregular o f  valencies b P and b~. Moreover,  L C,+l exists and 
P __ L 
Cr+ 1 - -  Cr+ 1. 
(4) I f  r is odd, and L Cr+l exists, then F is biregular o f  valencies b e and b L. Moreover, 
P (c,+~ - 1)(bo L - 1) i_ = (c,+, - 1)(bo p - 1). 
(5) Suppose that F is biregular o f  valencies k e = b~ and k L = b L, Then ]P] k p = ILl k L. 
L Moreover,  i f  c L . . . .  , c2i exist, with 2i ~ m, then by and b L exist for  s ~ m, t <- 2i and 
e P_  L a <<-i. b2j- lb2~- b2j-lbEj, for  all j 
PROOF. (1) Let l • L, a • F with 0(l, a)  = i, and x • C(a,  l). Then C(x', or) c 
C(l, a). This implies that cP+~ ~ci( l ,  a). Suppose that ci- i (x,  a )= cff_l < ci(l, a). Then 
there exists/3 • C(l, a)  such that O(x,/3) = i. We have 
c ,_ , ( l , /3 )  = C,(x, /3)  
which is a contradiction. The latter half follows immediately by induction, using an 
initial condition c L = 1, which always holds. 
(2) We prove this by induction on i. I f  i = 0, there is nothing to prove. Let x • P and 
l • L with O(x, l) = 2i + 1 >--- 3. 
Suppose that the conclusion holds for all l < i. In particular, c~f2j+~e e = c~c2j+~L L for 
every j < i. Then 
P P . . . C P 
C2i + I C 2i 
Cai+,(l,x) IC ( l ,x ) l -  L L " "c f  = . . . .  o 
c 2~7 2i - l 
Since c~ = 1, using the induction hypothesis we have 
C2i+ lC2 i /C2 i .  C2 i+ l ( l ,  X )  = P P L 
L 
There fore  c2 i+ l  exists and e P _ L L C2,Ca~+ ~-- C2,CEi+ ~ as desired. 
(3), (4) Suppose that r is even. By ( I)  and (2), L cr+l exists and 
P __ PP  _ _  LL  L 
Cr+ 1 - -CrCr+ 1 - -CrCr+ 1 =Cr+ 1 ~1.  
Suppose that r is odd. Then, by our assumption, C,+~L exists. Suppose that c ,~ = 1. 
Then, by (1) interchanging the roles of P and L, we have P c~÷~ = 1, which is not the 
case. Hence C~+~L > 1 in this case as well. Therefore, for all a,/3 • F with t = 0(a,/3) I> 
r + 1, we have c,(a,/3) > 1, 
We now claim that k (a )> 1 for every ol • F. Since r + 1 ~m <~d(F), there is a 
circuit of length 2r + 2. Let 
~t 0 ~ O~ 1 . . . . .  tX2r+l  ~ t~2r+2 = t~ 0 
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be a circuit. Let a E F such that k(a)  < - 1. Since F is connected, k (ot )= 1. By our 
remark above, for every fl • F, O(ot, [3) <~ r, as otherwise 1 < 1C([3, ot)[ ~< k(ot). In 
particular, O(a, ai)<~r. Let D~=Fi (ao)nF j (a l ) .  Since D}=O if [ i - j [> l ,  we may 
l~r--i+2 Since assume that a • DI I-1 and that 1 ~< i ~< r. Note that Otr_i+ 2 E a.,r_i+ I. 
e (D~- I ,D~_~)=O for t, s<~r, except t=s=l ,  we have O(ot,_i+2, o t )~r+l .  This 
proves our claim. As a consequence, we can conclude that everY pair of vertices or, 
[3 e Fw i th  0(a, [3)<~r + 1 is contained in a circuit of length 2r +2.  
Let a and [3 be vertices in F with O(ot, [3 )=r ,  and X = B(a ,  [3) and Y = B([3, or). 
Since the girth g = 2r + 2, for every 3' • X, C(3", or) ~- Y U C([3, ~).  Hence, for each 
3' • X, there are c,+~(3') - 1 vertices in Y at distanct r from 3'. Similarly, for each/5 • Y, 
there are c,+~(8) - 1 vertices in X at distance r from 15. Therefore, 
l{(3', 8) e X x Y[ 0(% 8) = r}l = IXl (Or+l(3') -- 1) ~-IYI (c,+~(8) - 1), 
where 3 '•X  and BeY .  Since k(a)=l+[Y[  and k( [3 )= l+[X[ ,  we have that 
- = (c,+l 1 ) (k (a ) -  1) if r is odd and (c,+t - 1)(k([3) 1) L k(a)  = k([3) if r is even, and e 
[3 e L and a e P. 
Let 3', 8 e F with 0(% 8) = 2 ~< r + 1. As we have shown above, 3' and 8 are contained 
in a circuit of length 2r+2.  In particular, there is a vertex ~ • F such that 
0(3", ~) = 0(& ~:) = r. Hence in any case, we have k(3") = k(8). Since F i s  connected, F i s  
biregular as desired. 
(5) Except the last equality, the assertions are obvious. We prove by induction on i: 
b~bf  = (k L - 1)(k e - c~,  b~b L = (k  P - 1)(k L - cL). 
SO if C2 e = 1, then b~b~ = bLbL2 by (1). On the other hand, if c2e# 1, then r = 1 and 
(c2 e - 1)(k L - 1) = (c2 L - 1)(k e - 1). So 
b~b e = (k  L - 1)(k e - c2 e) = (k  L - 1)(k e - 1) - (k  L - 1)(c2 e - 1) 
= (k L - 1)(k e - 1) - (c L - 1)(k e - 1) = (k e - 1)(k L - c L) -- blb2.L L 
By induction, assume that e e_  L L b21-~b2j-  b2j-~b2j for j < i and i I> 2. Let x E P and l • L, 
with O(x, l) = 2i - 3. We count the cardinality of the following set in two ways: 
S = {(y, m) e P X L I O(x, y )  = 0(I, m)  = 2, O(y, m) = 2i + 1}. 
If (y, m) e S, then O(y, l) = O(x, m) = 2i - 1. We have 
bP I~P I~L I~L 1.,L I.~L h t  > I~P 
2i -3v2i -2u2i- l~2i  u2i--3t,'2i-2u2i--lu2i 
ISI- l .  e - e L 
C2C2 C2C2 
. b2i -3b2i-2 = Hence we have the desired conclusion, using an induction hvpothesis i, e 
L L 
bEi-3b2i-  2. [] 
THEOREM 2.2. Let  F be a connected bipartite graph with a bipart it ion P O L. Suppose  
that ci e and c L exist fo r  i = 1 , . . . ,  m. Let  cel . . . . .  cff= 1 <c,e+l with r + 1 <-m. I rA  is 
a geodetical ly closed subgraph o f  F o f  d iameter  m, then A is a distance-biregular graph. 
PROOF. We shall apply Proposit ion 2.1 to A. Since A is geodetically dosed,  A is a 
connected bipartite graph with bipartition (An  P)  o (A n L) and ci ane = ci e and c anL = 
c L, for 1 ~< i ~< m. By Proposit ion 2.1, A is biregular. Hence A is distance-biregular. [] 
REMARK. For a distance-biregular g aph F = P U L, let d e = max{0(x, a )  [ a • F}, 
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where x ~ P, and d L = max{0(/, a)  I a E F}; where I e L. In Theorem 2.2, if d enz >>- 
d Lnz, then k enz t, = c,,. But we cannot determine the other valency when d ena > d Lna. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let F be a connected graph. Suppose that ci exists for i = 1 . . . . .  m, 
with m <~d(F). Suppose'that cx. . . . .  c~ = 1 and at, • • •, a, exist, and that af . . . . .  ar 
and either c~+1 > 1 or c~+~ = 1 and a,+~ exists with a~+t # a~ where 2 <<-r + 1 <-m. Then" 
one of  the following holds: 
(i) F is regular. 
(ii) F is a bipartite biregular graph such that r =--0 (mod 2) and c2a_t = czi for all i with 
2i ~m.  
(iii) F=3Kk+I or 3Mk, where k is the largest valency of  a vertex in F. In particular, 
r=3 or6. 
PROOF. We prove this in several steps. 
Step 1. If ~,/3 ~ r with a(a, /3) = r, then k(a)  = k(/3). 
Case 1. c2> 1 (in particular, r = 1). Let D)= F / (a )n  Fj(/3). Then the number of 
triangles containing ot and a vertex in D~ is 
IDOl at - e(O~, O~) = e(D~, D~) + e(D~, D]) + ID]I. 
On the other hand, the number of triangles containing/3 and a vertex in D[ is 
ID]] al - e(m[, ml)  = e(D 2, D~) + e(m~, D~) + IDOl. 
Hence e(m~, D~) = e(D~, D~). Since 
(c2 - 1 ) IO~l  = e(O~, O~) + e(D~, O~) = e(O~, O~) + e(O~, O21) = (c.2 - 1 ) IO~l ,  
IDOl = ID21 as c2 > 1. Because D O = {a} and D~ = {/3}, we have 
k(a)  = IO~l + IO~l + IO~l = IO°l + IO~l + IO~l-- k(/3). 
This part is taken from [7, Proposition 1.1.2]. 
Case 2: cr+l > 1 with r > 1. We count the number of undegenerated circuits of length 
2r + 2 containing a and /3. Here by an undegenerated circuit we mean a circuit 
ao  ~ ix1  . . . . .  Ot2r+2 = a0 with a(ai-1, ai+t) = 2 for 1 ~< i ~<2r + 1 and a(ot2r+l, ott)= 2. 
Since r > 1, c2 = 1 and every maximal clique is of size at + 2. For each 3' e B(/3, a),  
there are c,+~ - 1 undegenerated circuits of length 2r + 2 containing a, /3 and y. For 
each 8 e B(tz,/3), there are c,+1 - 1 undegenerated circuits of length 2r + 2 containing 
a, /3 and & Hence the total number is 
Ir(~) n r,+,(/3)l (c,+~ - 1) = IB(/3, a)l (c,+, - 1) 
= IB(a,/3)I (c,+, - I) = It(/3) n r,+~(~)l (c,+~ - I). 
Since 
I F ( , , )  n r , _ , ( /3 ) l  = IF( /3)  n r , _ , (~) l  = c,  = 1, 
I r (~)  n r , ( /3) l  = IF( /3)  n r , (~) l  = a ,  = a ,  
k(a)  = IF(a)l = IF(/3)I = k(/3). 
Case 3: c,+1 = 1. We count the number of undegenerated circuits of length 2r + 3 
containing a and/3. 
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{or} = D o 
{/3} = D~-  
D~ 
.iFIr ,./'~r+ 1 
X J r+ l  a i r+2 
r r+< 
. r r~rq-2 
- -L / r  "~ ' r+ l  
(a) The case c,+~ > 1 
{or}  = D o - -  
l /3} ;  
Dr 
r r l r+ l  - -Dr+ f L J r+ 2' 
D~+I 
(b) The case c,+~ = 1 
FIGUr~E 2. 
For each 3' • F,.(ot)O Fr+l(/3), there are ar+ 1 - -a~ undegenerated circuits of length 
2r+3 containing or, 13 and y. For each 8 •F~(/3) NFr+~(ot), there are a r+~-at  
undegenerated circuits of length 2r + 3 containing or,/3 and 8. Hence the total number  
is 
IF(or) n Fr.,(/3)l (a~÷, - ar) = I/'(/3) n F~÷,(ot)l (ar+, - ar). 
Since cr÷~ = 1, ar+l # ar = al,  by assumption. Thus k(ot) = k(/3) in this case as well. 
Since F is connected, F is regular if r = 1. F rom now on, assume that F is not regular, 
in particular r~>2. Let or,/3 • F with 0(or,/3) = 1. Then the intersection diagram with 
respect to aa,/3 has the shape shown in Figure 2, where D~ = F,-(aa) n ~(/3). 
Let g be the length of a shortest undegenerated circuit. Then g = 2r + 2 if Cr+~ > 1 
and g = 2r + 3 if G+ ~ = 1. Let or0 - aa~ . . . . .  ots = oto be such a circuit. 
Step 2. k(3,) > 1 + at for every 3" • F. 
Since F is connected, k(3,) ~< 1 + a~ implies that k(3,) = 1 + a~. If  there is a vertex 
6 e F such that a(3,, 6) I> r + 1, then we can find a vertex ~ • F such that 0(% ~) = 
r+ l>~3.  Let 77 E C(3", ~:). Then as Cr=l  and ar=al ,  we have AO?, y )cA(~,  3') and 
A(~7, 3') n C(~, 3") = O. Hence F(3') ~ C(~?, 3') U A(~:, 3') implies that k(3') > 1 + a~. 
Thus, there is no vertex 6 • F such that ~(3', 6)/> r + 1. In particular, 0(% ot~) ~< r. Let 
DjI = F~(oto) O ~(aal). We may assume that 3' • D~. -~ U D~ with i ~< r. Then, as we argued 
I"lr-i+2 before in the proof  of Proposit ion 2.1, 0(3", otr_~+z)~>r + 1 as otr-;+2 • ~-~-~+a. See 
intersection diagrams. This is a contradiction. 
Step 3. Let or,~3 • F with O(ot,/3) <~ r + 1. Then there is an undegenerated circuit of  
length g containing ot and [3. 
We may assume that t = 0(or,/3) I> 1. Since k(3") > 1 + a I for every 3" e F, bt(ot, 3") 
0 for every l<~r. Hence we can find a vertex 6 ~ Fr+l(ot) OF~+~_,(/3). NOW the 
assertion is clear. 
Step 4. a~ = O. 
Since F is not regular and connected, there are adjacent vertices ot and/3  such that 
k(ot) # k(/3). By step 3, we may assume that ot = oto, /3 = or1. Let  D~ = F/(ot)n Fj(/3). 
Then otr • D7_~ and Otg_r+ 1E D~ -~. Let 3' • F~(ot) n F~(/3). It is clear, for example,  by 
considering the geometrical  distance in the intersection diagram, that 
a(3", otr) = a(3", otg_r+l) = a(ot, otr) = 0(/3, otg_r+l )  ~- r. 
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Now, by step 1, 
k(t~) = k(ar) = k(3") = k(ag-r+,) = k(/3), 
which is a contradiction. Thus a~ = 0. 
Step 5. I f  the girth g = 2r + 2, then (ii) holds. 
Let a, fl E Fwi th  O(a,/3) = 2. By step 3, a and/3 are in a circuit of length 2r + 2. In.  
particular, there is a vertex 3, • F such that 
3')  = a (3 ' , /3 )  = r. 
Hence, by step 1, k (a )= k(/3). Since F is not regular and connected, F is a bipartite 
biregular graph. By step 1, r must be divisible by 2. Let P U L be a bipartition of F. 
Since ci exists for 1 ~< i ~< m, Proposition 2.1(5) implies that 
(k L -c2 j - l ) (k  p -c2 j )  e e_  L L_  e = b2j- lb2j-  b2j-~b2j- (k - c2j_~)(k L - c2j). 
Hence (k L - kP)(c2j - c2j-~) = 0. Since k p ~ k L, c2j-l = c2~ for 2j ~< m. 
Step 6. I f  the girth g = 2r + 3, then (iii) holds. 
Let oe,/3 • F with 0(t~,/3)=3. Since r~>2, by step 3, there is a circuit of length 
g = 2r + 3 containing a and/3. In particular, there is a vertex 3' • F such that 
O(a, 3') = 0(%/3) = r. 
Hence, by step 1, k(a)  = k(~).  
By step 2, we have that there is a vertex of valency at least 3 as F is not re~gular. 
Since F is connected, there are at most three different valencies. Let P be the set of 
vertices of maximal valencies and L = F \P .  Suppose that k([3) i> 3 for some/3 a F(a),  
where a • P. Since k (a )  I> k(/3) t> 3, and g/> 7, we can find vertices 71, 3'2, 3'3, 81, 82 
and 83 as in Figure 3. We have that 
k(o0 = k(y3) = k(3'~) = k(8~) = k(83) = k(/3). 
This is a contradiction. Hence k( /3)= 2 for every vertex/3 adjacent o a vertex in P. 
Since a pair of vertices at distance 3 has the same valency, there is a vertex a E P 
adjacent o/3 • L. Hence k(/3) = 2 for every vertex/3 • L. 
By step 3, r-= 0 (rood 3). 
Let a • P. By step 3, F~+~(o~) #O.  Let 3' • F~+~(oe) and/3 ~ C(3', a). As 0(/3, 3") = r, 
k(3') = 2. Since k(3") ~ cr+~ + ar+~, Cr+l = ar÷l = 1. In particular, b~+~(a) = 0. Hence 
d(F) ~< r + 2. Since c~+~ = ar+~ = 1 and k(a)  ~ 3, b,+~(% a)  # 0. In particular, d(F) --- 
r+2.  
Suppose that Cr+2(3", 8) > 1 for some 3',8 • F. Then there is a circuit of length 2r + 4. 
Since this circuit contains a vertex in P and 2r + 4 - 0 (mod 3), we have a contradiction. 
Hence Cr+ 2 : 1. 
Let 3",8 • F with 0(% 8) = r + 2. Suppose that 3' • P and 77 • C(3", 8). Then 7 /•  L 
and k(~/)=2,  while c~+~ =ar+~ = 1 and B(3', , / )3  & This is a contradiction. So 
3',8 • L. Since c~+2 = 1, a~÷2 = 1 as desired. 
Let A be a graph on the vertex set P, such that a,/3 • P are adjacent iff O(a,/3) = 3 in 
F. Let r = 3r~. Then it is easy to check that A is a distance-regular g aph of valency k p, 
diameter ~, and 
c i= l ,  l~ i~r~,  ag=0,  l<~i~r~- l .  
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Hence A=Kk,.+~ or Mk~, and -F--~aKke+t or 3Mke. Thus we have the assertions of 
Proposit ion 2.3. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let F be a connected graph of  diameter d = d(F). Suppose that Cd, Cd-~, 
ad and ad-~ exist. Then F is regular of  valency Cd + ad iff (dd-~, ad-i) ~ (Cd, ad). 
PROOF. Let k = Cd + ad. Since F is connected, the assertion holds trivially if d = 1. 
Assume that d~>2. Let a,/3 e F with O(a,/3) =d and 3' E C(/3, a).  Suppose that 
(c,_~, ad-~) = (Cd, ad). Since B(/3, 3,) 3 a and 0(/3, 3,) = d - 1, 
k(3,) >I Cd-i + ad-I -F 1 > Ca + ad = k(ot). 
Hence F is not regular. 
Suppose that (Cd-l, ad-l) ~ (Cd, ad). Let c~,~' e F with 0(a, a ' )  = d and /3 ~ F(a) .  
According to our remark above, k(a)  = k. We claim that there exists/3'  ~ Fd(/3). Since 
d(F)  = d, and a e F(/3) f'l Fd(a'),  we have 0(/3, a ' )  = d - 1 or d. 
If 0(/3, a ' )  = d, then we can take a '  for /3 ' .  
t d Suppose that 0(/3, a ' )  = d - 1. Let D~ = F~(c~) f'l ~(/3). Then ot E Dd-l .  
t t d - I  Suppose that e(a  , Dd- ' )~0.  Then we can f ind/3 e Dd C::/'d(/3 ). So assume that 
e(a' ,  D~ -1) = 0. Since 
cd=e(o~', r~d- lX+e(a' ,  "-'d- I J and Cd-i = e(a ' , Od-2),d-I 
d- I  we have e(a' ,  "-'d-~jr~d-~ ~ 0 if Cd ~ Cd-~. In that case, there is a vertex 3, E Dd-~ tq F (a ' ) .  
Since 
= Dd-2) + Dd-2), Od- l )  + e(3,, e(3,, e(3,, cd-~ = e(3,, d-2  Dd_2 d- - I  d -2  
e(3,, r~d-2~ d-I = De-2). Since • - 'd- l J  e(3,, 
ad_ 1 e(3,, rW-lx + e(3,, r~d-~x ± d-t d-2 d-I d Dd-O,  Dd-O+ = Dd ) = Dd- i )+ • -'a-2J ' - 'd- , J  ~ e(3,, e(3,, e(3,, e(3,, 
e(3,, O;~ - l)  e(3,, '1 a'  = Dd-,) .  Since ~Dd_ l f l F (3 , ) ,  e (%Dd- I )~O.  So we can find 
/3' ~ D, d- '  ~/~,,(/3). 
Hence we assume that Cd=Cd_~. Then, by our assumption, ad~aa_~. Since 
e (a '  F~d- l~  - -  
, t . , ' d - l ] - -O  , we have 
ad_~=e(a,,Ddd_O, ad=e(a ,  ' d d D -~) + e(a' ,  D ). 
Thus e (a ' ,  D~)~0 and we can find a ver tex /3 '  e D~ Ca(/3). Therefore we have our 
claim. 
Starting from a pair (a, a ' )  with 0(a, a ' )=  d and 13 e F (a ) ,  we could prove the 
existence of a pair (/3,/3') with a(/3,/3') = d. Since F is connected, F is regular. [] 
LEMMA 2.5. Let F be a distance-regular graph of  diameter d = d(F)  and m < d. 
Suppose that F has a strongly closed subgraph of  diameter m containing ct and fl for 
every pair o f  vertices a,/3 with 0(a, /3)  =m.  Then, for all %6 ~ F with a(3,, 6) <---m + 1, 
C(3,, 6) is a coclique. 
PROOF. It is clear when 0(3,, 6) = m + 1. If 0(% 6) = i < m + 1, then the C;-graph 
C(3,, 6) is a subgraph of a C,,+l-graph C(T/, 6) for a suitable choice of a vertex 7/. 
Hence we have the assertion. 
Now we prove Theorem 1.1 under weaker  conditions. 
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THEOREM 2.6. Let F be a connected graph of  diameter d = d(F). Suppose that ci's 
and ai' s exist for all i = 1 . . . . .  m, where m ~ d. Let 
r = r(r)  = max{i I (cl, al) = (c2, a2) . . . . .  (ci, ai)}. 
I f  F contains a strongly closed subgraph A of  diameter m, then one of  the.following 
holds: 
(i) A is a distance-regular g aph. 
(ii) 2<-m <~r. 
(iii) d is a distance-biregular graph, r -  m =-0 (mod 2) and c2i-~ = c2i for all i with 
2i <-m. 
(iv) A~--3Kt+I or 3Mr and re=r+2=5 or 8, and al . . . . .  ar=O and cl . . . . .  
Cr+2 ~--" a r+ l  = ar+2 = 1. 
PROOF. Since zl is a strongly closed subgraph of F, we c.an apply Proposition 2.3 to 
the subgraph A. If r I> m, then (i) or (ii) holds. 
Assume that r + 1 ~< m. Then zi is one of the types in Proposition 2.3. If A is regular, 
then A is distance-regular sc;'s and ai's exist for i ~ d(zl)= m. Suppose that zl is not 
regular. Since A is strongly closed, k(ot) = k(/3) if a,/3 ~ A and 0(or,/3) = m. So if A is a 
bipartite biregular graph, A is distance-biregular and m- -0  (mod 2). Hence we have 
(iii). Suppose that A--~3K/+I or 3M t. Then r=3 or 6 and m =r+2,  cl . . . . .  c,, = 1, 
a~ . . . . .  a~ = 0 and a~+~ =ar+ 2 = 1 follow easily from the structure of A. [] 
LEMMA 2.7. Let F be a distance-biregular g aph with a bipartition P [3 L. Suppose 
that k p, k t" >I 2. Let d = d(F), 
d e = max{O(x, a) Ix e P, a E F}, d L = max{a(/, a) I l ~ L, a E F}, 
and r(F) = max{i I c/e = 1}. Then r(r) = max {i I c~ = 1} and the following, are equivalent. 
(i) r (F )+2=d e + l=d c=d.  
(ii) d = d c = r(F) + 2 and Cd-Z" l = Ctd, with d even. 
In this case F is a Moore geometry and d = 4 or 6. I f  d = 4, F is simply a non-symmetric 
2-(Iel, k t', 1) design. I f  d = 6, then the incidence graph on P is a strongly regular graph 
with parameters (v, k, A,/z) = (Iel, ke(k  L - 1), k L - 2, 1). 
PROOF. The first assertion on r(F) is already in Proposition 2.1. 
(i) ~ (ii) Since dP< d L, d z" is even. So r(F) is also even. By Proposition 2.1, 
= = = k L 
e =cld_ l=ct~=k L .Sode=d-1 .  (ii) @ (i) Since r(F) is even, Cd-l 
Now it is clear that F is a Moore geometry. Note that the intersection diagram of the 
incidence graph on P is the following and is of diameter (d - 2)/2: 
{ 0 kL1 . - -  1 1 } 
-2  • • • k L -  2 kP(k L -  1) -  1 
ke(k  L - l )  (k P -1 ) (k  c -1)  . . .  (k v -1 ) (k  L - l )  * 
Hence d = 4 or 6. See [11, 10, 13, 14] and [7, Section 6.8]. The rest of the assertions are 
well known. 
REMARK. In the case of Theorem 2.6(iii), the smallest possible value for m is r + 2 if 
the minimum valency is at least 2. By the previous lemma, we have r = 2 or 4. We treat 
these cases in the following sections. However, it may be possible to give a bound of 
r = r(F) of distance-regular g aphs satisfying a~ = 0 and cr+~ = Cr+2 with r even, by 
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showing the existence of geodetically closed subgraphs of diameter  + 2, i.e. graphs 
discussed in the previous lemma. 
3. P(r, q)-GRAPHS 
Let q be a positive integer and r a positive even integer. Recall that a connected 
graph F is said to be a P(r, q)-graph if ci, a t exist for 1 ~< i ~ r + 2 and 1 ~<j ~< r + 1, and 
if they satisfy: 
cl . . . . .  cr = 1, at . . . . .  ar+l = O, cr+l = Cr+2 = q + 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let q be a positive integer and r an even positive integer. The following 
hold: 
(1) Let F be a connected bipartite graph of diameter at least r + 1 with a bipartition 
PUL .  IfciP ex is ts for l<~i~r+2,  andc~ =' ' '=cre - - land  e = e = cr+l c,+2 q+l ,  thenF  
is a P(r, q)-graph. 
(2) Let F be a P(r, q)-graph. Then one of the following holds: 
(i) F is a bipartite biregular (possibly regular) graph; or 
(ii) F is a non-bipartite regular graph, i.e. a regular graph containing a circuit of odd 
length. 
PROOF. (1) This follows from Proposition 2.1(1) and (2). 
(2) This follows from Proposition 2.3. 
Let Fbe a P(r, q)-graph of diameter at least r + 1. According to the previous lemma, 
there are two possibilities: 
(i) F is a bipartite graph with a bipartition P U L and biregular of valencies ke and k L. 
(ii) F is a non-bipartite graph and regular of valency k. In this case, let F = P = L. 
We give a list of known P(r, q)-graphs, which are not polygons. Here r = 2 for the 
first three examples and r = 4 for the rest: 
(1) Ju(n, m, m - 1); 
(2) Ok, the odd graph of valency k (non-bipartite); 
(3) 2M7, the doubled Hoffman-Singleton graph (d = 5, q = 5); 
(4) 2Mk, k = 3, 7 (d =.6, q = 1); 
(5) the Foster graph-that is, the threefold cover of the incidence graph of GQ(2, 2), 
the generalized quadrangle of order (2, 2) (d = 8, q = 1). 
Let F be a graph. The bipartite double r of F is the graph the vertices of which are 
the symbols 3, + and 3'- (3' E F) and the edges of which are the 2-sets {y+, ~-} with 
3' - ~ in F. Set F + = {3, + [ 3, e F}, and F -  = {3,- [ 3, • F}. Then F is a bipartite graph 
with a bipartition F + t_J F -  (see [7, Section 1.11]). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let F be a non-bipartite P(r, q)-graph and let r be its bipartite double. 
Then the following hold: 
(1) P is a bipartite regular P(r, q)-graph. 
(2) Each connected component of the distance-2-graph /~(2) of ~ is isomorphic to the 
distance-2-graph F (2) of F. 
PROOF. The proof is straightforward (see [7, Theorem 1.11.]). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let F be a connected regular graph of valency k and diameter d. 
Suppose that the distance-2-graph A = F (z) is distance-regular of diameter d. I f  each pair 
of vertices ~,[3 at distance 3 in F is contained in a shortest circuit of odd length 2m + 1, 
then a = m and a connected component of A~(a) is a clique of size k. Moreover, Aa(a ) 
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is connected iff d = ~l and F is a generalized odd graph, i.e. a distance-regular g aph such 
that ai = O, i = 1 , . . . ,  d - 1 and ad ~ O. 
PROOF. First, we have al . . . . .  am-t = O, m >I 3, and we have the following: 
= = am( ) = 
Let/3 e Fl(a). Then A,,+l(a ) N A1(/3) = 0 ,  a = m. Moreover, 
\{/3},= a,(/3) n/ta( ) ,::::: r (oO \{/3}. 
Hence ~j = k -  1 and a connected component of A,7(a) containing /3 is a clique of 
size k. 
If Aj(a) is connected, as A is distance-regular, Aa(3,) = F~(3,) is a clique of size k in A 
for every 3' e F. Hence F is a generalized odd graph (see [1], [2, Section Ili.4] and [7, 
Section 4.2]). 
In [30], Ray-Chaudhuri and Sprague studied bipartite P(2, q)-graphs and showed 
that F=Jq(n,  m, m-  1) for some n and m, if the valencies satisfy the conditions 
k e > q + 1 and k L >I q2 + q + 1. They used the condition k L I> q2 + q + 1 only once to 
show that F satisfies the so-called 'Pasch's axiom' (see Lemma 5 in [30]). Recently, 
Cuypers [9] pointed out that the proof of a result on semipartial geometries by 
Brouwer and Wilbrink [6] can be applied to bipartite P(2, q)-graphs and, in particular, 
that F satisfies 'Pasch's axiom' if kL> q + 2. Using this remark, we can show without 
difficulty that every pair of vertices l, m ~ L of distance 4, there is a geodetically (hence 
strongly) closed subgraph of diameter 4, which is isomorphic to Jq(t, 2, 1), where 
k e = (q' - 1)/(q - 1). Now we can follow the rest of the proof of Ray-Chaudhuri and 
Sprague to conclude that F=Jq(n,  m, m -1 ) .  We note that Cuypers discussed the last 
part in more general setting. With minor change, we have Theorem 3.4 below (see [9], 
Theorems 4.6 and 4.7]). For the case q = 1, the theorem was proved in [30] (see also 
[26] for q = 2). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let F be a bipartite P(2, q)-graph of  valencies k e and k z" with a 
bipartition P tA L. I f  the diameter d(F) >~ 5, then one of  the following holds: 
(i) F ~-Jq(n, m, m - 1), where k L = (q" - 1)/(q - 1) and k p = (q,-m+l _ 1)/(q - 1). 
(ii) F is isomorphic to a doubled Moore graph 2Mk, which is of  diameter 5 and of  
valency 7, or possibly 57. 
As for non-bipartite P(2, q)-graphs, we do not have a complete classification yet. But 
if F is a distance-regular P(2, q)-graph, we can determine F. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let F be a non-bipartite P(2, q)-graph. Then the following hold: 
(1) The bipartite double r" of  F is isomorphic to Jq (2m-  1, m, m-  1), where k - -  
(qm _ 1)/(q - 1). 
(2) I f  each pair of  vertices of  F at distance 3 is contained in a shortest circuit of  odd 
length, then q = 1 and F is isomorphic to an odd graph. 
PROOF. By the definition of a P(2, q)-graph, d(F) >I 4, if F is non-bipartite. 
It follows from Lemma 3.2(1) that the bipartite double of F is a bipartite regular 
P(2, q)-graph. Moreover, since al = a2 = a3 = 0, d(/~) ~> 9. Hence we have (1): 
Each of the two connected components of J q (2m-  1, m, m-  1) is an isomorphic 
distance-regular graph, which is called a Johnson graph when q = 1 and a Grassmann 
graph (or a q-analogue of a Johnson graph) when q > 1. 
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If F satisfies the extra condition in (2), we can apply Proposition 3.3. 
Let A - F <2), D = d(A) and a e A. Since A =Jq(2m - 1, m - 1), it is easy to see that 
a connected component of Ao(a) is a clique iff q = 1 and D = d. Hence F is an odd 
graph (see [2, Section II1.4] or [7, Section 4.2]). [] 
4. P(r, 1)-GRAPHS 
According to the remark following Lemma 3.1, a P(r, 1)-graph is a connected graph 
F, which is either a bipartite biregular graph with a bipartition P U L or a non-bipartite 
regular graph such that 
Ct  = • " • = Cr = 1 ,  a ,  = • • • = ar+l  = O,  Cr+l  ~- Cr+2 ~- 2, 
where r is an even positive integer. In this section we study P(r, 1)-graphs and we show 
the following when r = 4. We do not know any P(r, 1)-graphs with r > 4. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let r be a P(4, 1)-graph of diameter at least 4 and a,y ~ F with 
O(a, y)= 4. Then there is a geodetically closed subgraph A containing ot and y 
isomorphic to 2Mkf~). Here k(ot) denotes the valency of a in F. In particular, 
k(a) E {2, 3, 7, 57}. 
Let Fbe  a P(r, 1)-graph with r~>4. 
Fix a vertex a E F. For y, 8 ~ F~(a), we write 3' = 8 if a(Y, 8) = 2 and C(T, 8) c 
Fr+l(a). For 3' ~ F~(a), let C = C~ be the connected component in F~(a) containing Y 
with respect o the relation =.  Let / /=  Hr be a graph on C~ defined by the relation =.  
For y, 6 e F with a(y, 8) = r, and 0 ~ i ~ r, let 
{g,(Y, a)} = rr-,(y) n r,(8). 
For 6 E F~(a), let 
0~(6) = g1(8, a), [3(6) = g2(6, tr) and y(6) =g4(8, a). 
First, we note that the intersection diagram with respect o x,l with O(x, l) = 1 has the 
shape given in Figure 4, where D~ = F,(x) t3 Fjj(l) (see the properties (a)-(e) below). 
(a) D~=O, for 1~<i<~r+1. 
(b) Fory  e D~ +l, z E D~+I, e(y, D~_t)= e(z, Di- l) = l, l <-i <-r. 
(c) For y ,-.r+2 rv+, D~+I) = ur , ,  z e ,--, 2, e(y, e(z, D~+,) = 2. 
(d) For y ~ D~ +', z ~ Dr+,, e(y, D~+,) = e(z, D~ +') = 1. 
(e) e(D~ +l, DI+1) = 0, 1 <~ i ~ r - 1 and i = r + 1. 
We use the circuit chasing technique (see [5, 18, 19] and [7, Section 5.10]). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let x 0 ~ x 1 . . . . .  X2r+2t = XO be a circuit of length 2r + 2t, i.e. a closed 
path, and let xi-j # xi+l, i = 1 , . . . ,  2r + 2t - 1 and X2r+2,-I # Xl. Suppose that 
Xr ,  Xr+ 2 . . . . .  X r+2t  E Fr(Xo) , Xr+l ,  Xr+ 3 . . . . .  Xr+2,_ 1 ~ r r+ l (Xo) .  
{ l}  = - -  
- - 'D~ -l D~+l 
'D~-I D~ +l 
FIGURE 4. 
Dr+l  
r+2' 
D~2-  ~ 
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Set D} = ~(x0) f'l Fj(Xl). Then the following hold: 
r ~ D r+l and ~ Dr+l .  (1) t >- 1 and Xr E Dr- l ,  X~+l Xr÷2 
nr+l  and xr+4 ~ Dr+l. (2) I f  t >! 2, then Xr+3 ~ "-" r 2 
(3) I f  t = 2, then the mutual distances of  the vertices in 
determined. In particular, 
the circuit are 
O(X2, It+2) = 0(X2,  Xr+4) = r, O(x2, Xr+5) = r + 1. 
/ '~r+l  r (4) l f  t = 3, then Xr+ 5 e XJr+2, Xr+ 6 e Dr+l and 
O(X2, Xr+4) = O(X2, Xr+6) = 0(X4,  Xr+6) = r, 
uniquely 
O(X4, Xr+5) = O(X4, Xr+7) = r + 1. 
PROOF. In the following, we use (a)- (e)  to determine the locations of x /s  in the 
diagram with respect o the edge xi-1 ~ x;, using the information on the distances from 
xi-1. 
(1) Since xi-1 ~x/+t,  for all i, and cl . . . . .  c, = 1, t i> 1, it is clear that Xr ~ D~r-1. 
Since xr. l  ~ Fr+~(Xo) NF(xr) ,  xr+l ~ D r+l. Xr~Xr+2 ~ Fr(Xo) NF(xr+I) implies that 
t 
Xr+2 ~ Dr+l. 
r wr+l  (2) Since Xr+ 2 ~ Dr+l and e(Xr+2, D r+l) = 1 with Xr+ I E D r+l N l~(Xr+2), Xr+ 3 ~ /.-'/r+2 
and  Xr+ 4 ~ Dr+l  . 
(3) It is easy to determine the mutual distances as follows: 
Xr Xr+ 1 Xr+2 Xr+3 Xr+4 Xr+5 
Xo r r+ l  r r+ l  r r -1  
xl r -1  r r+ l  r+2 r+ l  r 
x2 r -2  r -1  r r+ l  r r+ l  
Now the distance pattern with respect o x2 is the same as that with respect o Xo, the 
mutual distances of the vertices in the circuit are uniquely determined and the assertion 
follows. 
(4) We do the same as in (3): 
Xr Xr+l Xr+2 Xr+3 Xr+4 Xr+5 Xr+6 Xr+7 Xr+8 Xr+9 
Xo r r+ l  r r+ l  r r+ l  r r -1  r -2  r -3  
xl r -1  r r+ l  r+2 r+ l  r+2 r+ l  r r -1  r -2  
x2 r -2  r -1  r r+ l  r r+ l  r r+ l  r r -1  
x3 r -3  r -2  r -1  r r+ l  r+2 r+ l  r+2 r+ l  r 
x4 r -4  r -3  r -2  r -1  r r+ l  r r+ l  r r+ l  
Note that since Xr+ 7 E Dr -~, Xr+5 cannot be in D r+1. [] 
LEMMA 4.3. Let Yo ~ Yl ~" Y2 ~ Ya ~ Y4 be a path o f  length 4 such that Yi-1 ~ Yi+l, i ~- 1, 
2, 3. Suppose that Yo, Y4 E I'~(a). Then one o f  the following holds: 
(i) Y2 ~ I'r-2(ot). 
(ii) Yl ~ F~_l(ot) or Y3 ~ F,_I(u) and ot(yo) ~ or(y4). 
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(iii) y,, Y3 • I'r+,(Ot), YZ • Fr(a) and a(yo) ~ ot(y4). 
(iv) Y2 • F,+2(a) and c~(yo) = a(y4), while/3(Yo) ~ /3(Y4). 
(v) Y2 • F ,+da)  and a(yo) ~ a(y4), O(/3(yo), Y4) = r + 2. 
PROOF. It is clear that if y, • Fr_~(a) or Y3 • F~_~(a), then one of (i) or (ii) holds. 
Assume that Y~,Y3 • F,+,(a).  Suppose that Y2 • Fr(a). Let D~-- F/(a) n Fj(a(yo)). Then 
Yi e Dr +~, Y2 • D;+~. So, by the argument as in the previous lemma, it is easy to see 
/-~r+l r that Y3 E "-"r+2, Y4 • D~+~. Hence a(yo) ~ ~(Y4). 
Suppose that Y2 • Fr+2(a) and a(yo) = a(y4). Since girth g = 2r + 2/> 10, /3(Yo) 
/3(Y4). So we have (iv). 
Suppose that Y2 • Fr+2(a) and a(yo) ~ a(y4). Then we have the following: 
Yo Yl Yz Y3 Y4 
a r r+ l  r+2 r+ l  r 
a(yo) r -1  r r+ l  r r+ l  
/3(Yo) r -2  r -1  r r+ l  r+2 
LEMMA 4.4. Let {al . . . . .  ak(a)} = F (a ) ,  y • Fr(a) and C = C~. Let Si = {6 • 
C [ a (6 )  = ai}. Then the following hold: 
(1) For 6 • S~, 117(6)nai l  = 1-  6,j and S~=Fr-2(/3(6)). In particular, 17 is a k(a)-  
partite (k(a)  - 1)-regular graph. 
(2) Let 60 ~ 6j ~ 82 -~ 33 be a path in 17. I f  a(6o) ~ 0t(63), then there exist 64 • 17(63) 
and 85 • 17(64) such that 3'(60) = 7(65). 
PROOF. (1) Since 8EFr (a )  and r=-0  (mod2) ,  k(a)=k(8) .  Hence b, (a,  8 )= 
k(c0 - 1. Since c,+2 = 2, for each 7 /•  B(a, 8), there is a unique £ • C(a, */)',{8} and 
8 = £. Hence, 117(8)1 = k(o0 - 1. Since a(6) ,  a (£)  • Fr07), ~(6)  ~ a(£).  
Let ~:' ~ 6 ~ £ and £ ~ £'. Then, by Lemma 4.3, we have case (iii) and a (£ ' )  ~ t~(s¢). 
Hence, 117(8) N Sjl = 1 - 6i.j. 
Let £,6 • Si. We show /3(8)= 6(~:) by induction on an(6, ~). Let 6 = 6o . . . . .  
6,,, = £ be a shortest path and let c~(6)= a(£).  We may assume that m I>1. Since 
I/ /(6) ASjl = 1 -  6i.j, m I>3 and there exists 6',,-i •S i ( ' ) l ' I (6m-2  ) as  6m-z ~Si .  Since 
On(& 8" , -0  ~<m -1 ,  /3 (6 )=/3(6"_ , ) .  Hence it suffices to show that /3 (6"_ j )  =/3(6m), 
i.e. we may assume that m = 3. 
Take a circuit of length 2r + 4 such that 
X 0 = Ol, X 2 "~ /3 (6)  . . . . .  X r = 6 ,  Xr+ 2 = 61 ,  Xr+ 4 = 62, X2r+2 = /3 (62) .  
Note that a (6 )  # a(82). Since C(6, 6,), C(6,, 62) c Fr+l(a), we can apply Lemma 4.2 
with t = 2. We have 
O(x2, xr+4) = 0(/3(6), 62) = r and 3(x2, x,+5) = r + 1. 
Since C(a,  xr+4) ~ x,+5, if ~ • c(t3(6), 62), ~ ~x,+~. Hence 7 /•  F~+~(c~). Since 
c(/3(6), ,7) = 17(82) n s, = {6~}, 
we have/3(6)  =/3(83). 
(2) Since a(6o) ~- a(83), we can apply Lemma 4.2 by setting t = 3 and 
X 0 = Ol, X |  = 0 l (60)  , X r = 60 ,  Xr+ 2 --~ 81 ,  Xr+ 4 = 62 ,  Xr+6 = 63  , 
x2,+5 = o463). 
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By Lemma 4.2(4), 
0(x4, x,+6) = r, 0(x4, x,+5) = 0(x4, x,+7) = r + 1. 
Since x4 = 7(1}o), 0(y(1}o), 1}3) = r. Let Yi = g~(Y(1}o), 1}3)- Since 0(x4, x,÷5) = 
0(x4, x,÷7) = r + 1, Yo = 1}3, Y~ • F,+t(a) and Yl #x~+5 • C(1}2, 1}3). Since 06y(1}o), yt) = 
r - 1, 7(1}o) • F4(a), we have that Y4 e Fr(a) n F~-4(y(1}o)) and Y3 ~ F~÷l(a). Suppose 
that Y2 • F,÷2(t~). Then, by Lemma 4.3, /3(1}o) #/3(Ya), which is not the case. Hence 
72 • Fr(Or) and 83 ~'Y2 ~Y4. Since 7(Y4) = 7(80), we have the assertion. [] 
LEMMA 4.5. I f  r = 4, then the following hold. 
(1) I f  6o ~ 1}1 -~ 1}2 "~ 1}3 and a(1}o) ~ a(1}3), then there exists 84 such that 6o ~ 1}4 ~ 83. 
(2) If1}o--"- 1}1 ~ 1}2 -~ 1}3 and a(1}o) = a(1}3), then/3(80) =/3(1}3)- 
(3) I f1}o  ''~'-" 1}1 ~ 1}2 ~'''~-" 1}3----"-" 1}4 w i th  olf(1}o) : a(1}3), ot(Sx) = a(1}4), then there exists 65 such 
that 1}o "~ 1}5 ~ 1}4. 
(4) d(/-/) ~<3 and if On(& 1}')=3, then/3(8)=/3(1}'). 
PROOF. (1) Since 7(1}) = 8 for every 1} E H, (1) is a direct consequence of Lemma 
4.4(2). 
(2) This follows from Lemma 4.4(1). 
(3) By (2), /3(1}o)=/3(l}3) #/3(1}1) =/3(l}4). Now, 1}3, /3(1}l)• F4(1}o), and there is a 
path of length 4, 
Y0 = 1}3 ~Yl ~72 = 84~Y3 ~Y4 =/3(1}I), 
where y~ • C(83, 1}4) and 73 = g1(a, 64). 
It is easy to check that Yl,Y3 • F5(1}0) and that g,(63, 1}0) #gt(/3(Sl), 1}0)- Hence, by 
Lemma 4.3, (iii) or (v) occurs. 
If (v) occurs, a(/3(1}o), 1}4) = 6, which is not the case. Hence 0(1}o, 1}4) = 4. 
Let 60 = Zo ~ zl ~ z2 ~ z3 ~ z4 = 1}4 be a path connecting 1}o and 1}4. Then, by Lemma 
4.3, we have (iii) as 0(/3(1}o), 84) = 4. Hence we can set z2 = 1}5. 
(4) This follows from (1), (2) and (3). [] 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1. Let r = 4 and 
L(a, Y) = {o~} U U (F2(a) n F2(8)) U C,, 
6eC~, 
P(a, 7) = U F~(6), 
8~L(a,7) 
A = A(a, 7) = P(a, 7) U L(a, 7). 
In this definition we also write P(A) = P(a,  7), and L(a)  = L(a,  7). By L(A) we also 
denote the distance-2-graph induced on L(A). 
We shall show in what follows that A is a geodetically closed subgraph isomorphic to 
2Mk(a). 
Let 7 = 71 and {72, - . .  , 7k(a)} = 1I(7). Thanks to Lemma 4.4, 
L(A) = {a} U {/3(7,) . . . . .  /3(7k~a))} U C,, 
and the valency of the vertices in C~ in L(a) is k(a). 
By Lemma 4.5, L(A) is of diameter 2 and geodetically closed. Note that every vertex 
in p(A) is in a path of length 2 connecting two vertices in L(A). Moreover, the valency 
of each tx(Ti ) is 2 in zl, by Lemma 4.4. 
We need to show that the valency of/3(7) in L(A) is k(a).  Since the valency of or(7) 
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in A is 2 and the diameter of L(A) is 2, the valency of/3(3') in it is at most k(tr), by 
Lemma 4.5. 
If k(a) = 2, there is nothing to prove. Assume that k(a) > 2. 
We have that 0(/3(3`), 3`2) = 4 and 
(n(3`9 \{3`,}) u 1/3(3'~)} ~ r,(/3(3')). 
Let  /7(3'2)\{3",} = {81 . . . . .  8k0~)-2}- Then there is a vertex 8; e / / (8 , )n~( /3 (3 ' ) )= 
L(A) for each i. We can conclude that the valency of/3(3') in L(A) equals k(a). By 
Lemma 4.5, this means that the valency of each vertex in P(A) is 2. 
Now we can easily conclude that A is geodetically closed subgraph of F isomorphic to 
2Mk(a). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
We remark that in the final step we can also apply [7, Theorem 1.17.1] to determine 
the regularity of the distance-2-graph induced on L(A) (see the proof of [7, Proposition 
4.3.11]). 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5 
In this section, we give a proof of Theorem 1.5. We can follow the proof in the 
previous section step by step, replacing each path of length 2 by a path of length 3. 
Let F be a graph satisfying the hypothesis in Theorem 1.5. 
Fix a vertex a c F. For 3`, 8 E Fr(a), we write y -~8 if a(y, 8 )=3.  Then 
C(3`, 8) U C(8, 3') c Fr+t(a). For 3' ~ Fr(a), let C = C:, be the connected component in 
Fr(a) containing y with respect to the relation ~.  Let H= Hv be a graph on Cv 
defined by the relation =.  Hence C is a connected component of the distance-3-graph 
of F induced on the set Fr(a). 
For y,8 ~ Fwith 0(3`, 8 )=r ,  and O<~i<~r, let 
{g,(% a)} = rr_,(~) n r,.(a). 
For 8 e C(a),  let 
~(8) =g,(8, a), o~'(8) =g2(8, o0, /3(8) = g3(8, a) and 3'(8) =g6(8, o0. 
First, we note that the intersection diagram with respect o x, y with O(x, y) = 1 has the 
shape given in Figure 5, where D~ = Fi(x) n Fj(y) (see the properties (a)-(g) below). 
(a) DI=O, for l~i<-r .  
(b) For w • DI +1, z e DI.÷,, e(w, D~-I) = e(z, DI -~) = 1, 1 <~ i <~ r + 2. 
(c) For weD~ +', zeD~+l, e(w, Di+l)=e(z, Di÷l)=O, l<~i<~r and e(w, Di+l)= 
e(z,D~+~)=l, i=r+l ,  r+2.  
(d) For w • "-'r+l,r)r'l'l e(w, D r+l) = e(w, Dr+l)• = 1 and e(w,, r'lr'l'lhx-#r÷lJ = O. 
r (e) For w e --ri3r+l, Z ~ Dr+l, e(w, ~'r+llr'~r+lh = e(z, ~"r+l!r~r+l~ = 1. 
/"lr+2 e(w, F I r+ lh  = e(w, FIr+2X (f) For w ~ x.,,r+2, jt~r+l. I ZJr+2] = 1. 
(g) e(Dl I+~, D~+~) = O, 1 <~ i <<- r + 2. 
We again apply the circuit chasing technique. 
- -  r I t ) r+  1 {x} = D o_  'D~-' D,+, 's..,.r+ 2 
! ~  ~D: : I '  
T),r + l /-~r+2 {Y} . . . .  Or r - I  - - r  ~r+l  
FIGURE 5. 
.F ir+2 
~ ' r+2 
Dr+2 
r+3 
/ 
. /~r+3 
L~r+ 2 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let x 0 ~ X 0 . . . . .  X2r+3t = XO be a circuit o f  length 2r + 3t, i.e. a closed 
path, and let xi-~ ~ Xi+l, i = 1 . . . . .  2r + 3t - 1 and x2~+3,-1 # x~. Suppose that 
x,, x,÷3 . . . . .  x,÷~, • G(Xo), x,÷~, x,÷2, Xr÷,, X ,÷5, . . . ,  X~÷3,-~, Xr÷3,-~ • r,+,(Xo). 
Set D~ = Fi(xo) tq F/(xO. Then the fol lowing hold: 
I" 1- t'~r+l / ' ) r+ l  and Xr+ 3 • Or+l. (1) t~  > 1 and x~ • D1--1, Xr+l • ~'1- , X1-+2 • "-'~+I 
m~+1 and • D~+I. (2) I f  t >- 2, then x1-+4, x,+5 • ,--, 2 xr+6 
(3) I f  t = 2, then the mutual distances o f  the vertices in the circuit are uniquely 
determined. In particular, r - 0 (mod 3), and 
O(x3, x,+3) = O(x3, x1-+6) = r, O(x3, x,+7) = r + 1. 
/"lr+ 1 r (4) Suppose that r >! 6. I f  t = 3, then Xr+7, X,+S • "-'1-+2, X~+9 • D,+l and 
O(X3, Xr+6) ~-  O(X3, Xr+9) = O(X6, Xr+9) = r, O(x6i X,+s) = O(x6, x,+,o) = r + 1. 
PROOF. In the following, we use (a) - (g)  to determine the locations of x / s  in the 
diagram with respect to an edge xi-~ -x i ,  using the information on the distances from 
Xi- 1 . 
(1) Since xg_~ #xi+~, for all i, and cl . . . . .  c,+3 = 1, and al . . . . .  ar = 0, t ~> 1, it 
is clear that x, • D~-l.  Since x,+l • F,+l(Xo) f3 F(x,),  Xr+l • D~ +1. x, ~x1-+2 • F,+1(Xo) tq 
F(x,+~) implies that x1-+2 • D~++I. Since x1-+3 • F,(xo) N F(x,+2), x,+3 E D;+a. 
(2) Since Xr+3 e D1-+~ and e(Xr+3, r~1-+l~ _ 1 with •/" lr+l  / ' ) r+ l  "-",+1/-- Xr+2 "-"1-+1 f")F(Xr+a),  Xr+4 ~ ~-',+2. 
Since x,+s • F~+~(Xo) tq F(Xr+4) and e(D,+,," "-',+*Jr~r+~ = 0, xr+5 • ,--,+2.r~r+l Since x,+6 • 
~r(X0) N/'~(X1-+5), Xr+ 6 • D~+I. 
(3) It is easy to determine the mutual  distances as follows: 
Xr Xr+l Xr+2 Xr+3 Xr+4 Xr+5 Xr+6 Xr+7 Xr+8 Xr+9 
Xo r r+ l  r+ l  r r+ l  r+ l  r r -1  r -2  r -3  
x~ r -1  r r+ l  r+ l  r+2 r+2 r+ l  r r -1  r -2  
x2 r -2  r -1  r r+ l  r+2 r+2 r+ l  r+ l  r r -1  
x3 r -3  r -2  r -1  r r+ l  r+ l  r r+ l  r+ l  r 
Now that the distance pattern with respect to x3 is the same as that with respect to Xo, 
the mutual  distances of the vertices in the circuit are uniquely determined and the 
length of the circuit 2r + 6 must be divisible by 3. Hence the assertion follows. 
(4) We do the same as in (3), but we drop r because of the lack of space: 
Xr Xr+l Xr+2 Xr+3 Xr+4 Xr+5 Xr+6 Xr+7 Xr+8 Xr+9 Xr+10 Xr+ll Xr+12 
Xo 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 -1  -2  -3  
x~ -1  0 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 0 -1  -2  
x2 -2  -1  0 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 0 -1  
x3 -3  -2  -1  0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
x4 -4  -3  -2  -1  0 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 
x5 -5  -4  -3  -2  -1  0 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 
x6 -6  -5  -4  -3  -2  -1  0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
D 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let Yo~Y~Y2~Y3~Y4~Ys~Y6 be a path of  length 6 such that 
Yi-~ # Yi+~, i = 1 . . . . .  5. Suppose that Yo,Y6 • F,(ot). Then one of  the following holds: 
(i) Y3 • F,-3(c0. 
(ii) y~, Y2, Y4, Y5 ~ F,+~(a), Y3 • F,(ot) and a(yo) ~ '~(Y6). 
(iii) Y3 • F,+2(a) and y5 • I',+,(a) n F,+~(a(yo)), while O(fl~yo), ys) >I r + 1. 
PROOF. Suppose that a(o~, y3)/> r + 1. Since Cr+ 3 = 1, Y3 • F,+2(a). If Y2 • f f r+2(O/) ,  
then Y3 • F,+2(a) n F,+~(a(yo)) and if Y4 • F,+2(a), then Y3 • F,+2(a) n F,+z(a(yo)). In 
any case, Y5 • F~+t(a) n F,+~(a(yo)). Since the girth of F i s  2r +3.  
2r + 3 <~ a(fl(yo), Yo) + a(yo, Ys) + a(ys, /3(yo)) <~ r - 3 + 5 + a(ys, /3(yo)). 
Hence we have (iii). 
Suppose that a(a, Y3)= r. Then, as we have seen in the proof  of Lemma 5.1(2), 
a(yo) ~ a(y6). We have (ii) in this case. 
Suppose that a(a, )'3) ~ r - 1. Then it is easy to see that (i) holds. [] 
LEMMA 5.3. Let {at . . . . .  Otk}=F(a),  7•F~(ot )  and C=C~.  Let S,.={`5 • 
C I a(`5) = ai}. Then the following hold: 
(1) For `5 • S~, I//(,5) n Sil = 1 - ,5;a and S ic  F,-3(/3(,5)). In particular, "11 is a k-partite 
( k - 1)-regular graph. 
(2) Let ,50 ~ ,5~ ~ ,52 ~ a3 be a path in 17. I f  a(ao) ~ ot(`53) and r >! 6, then there exist 
`54 •//(`53) and ,55 •//( ,54) such that 7(,50) = 7(65). 
PROOF. (1) Since b~(a, 6 )=k-1  and a ,+ j= l ,  for each r /•B(a ,a ) ,  there is a 
unique ~ • F2( r / )nF , (a)  and `5=~. Hence I//(`5)1 =k-1 .  Since a (a )•  F~(rl) and 
~(~) • ~+, (n) ,  ~(,5) ~ ~(~). 
Let ~:' ~ ,5 ~ ~: and ~ ~ ~'. Then, by Lemma 5.2, we have case (ii) and a(~' )  ~ ~(~). 
Hence I//(,5) n Sil = 1 - ,sij. 
Let ~,6 • Si. We show /3(,5)=/3(~:) by induction on an(,5, ~:). Let ,5 = ,50 . . . . .  
,5,,, = ~ be a shortest path and let a( ,5)= a(~). We may assume that m/> 1. Since 
I//(,5) n Sil = 1 - ,su, m/> 3 and there exists 6",_~ • S~ CI//(`5,,-2) as am-2 ~ S~. Since 
an(`5, a~,,_~)~<m - 1, /3(`5)=/3(`5",_~). Hence it suffices to show that/3(,5~,,_~) =/3(a, ,) ,  
i.e. we may assume that m = 3. 
Take a circuit of length 2r + 6 such that 
Xo = a, x3 =/3(a)  . . . . .  x, = `5, x,+3 = a,, x,+6 = `52, x2,+3 =/3(a2). 
Note that a ( ,5 )~a(a2) .  Since C(`5, ` 5,), C(6,,  6), C(`5,, ` 52), C(82, ` 5 , )cF,+~(a),  we 
can apply Lemma 5.1 with t = 2. We have 
a(x3, x,+6) = 0(/3(,5), 52) = r, and O(x3, xr+7) = r + 1. 
Since C(a, x,+6) ~ x,+7, if r /E  C(/3(,5), ,52), r /~x,+7. Hence 71 • F,+l(t~ ). Since 
Fr_3(/3(,5)) n ~2('0) ~ /-/'(,52) n s, = {,5~}, 
we have/3(,5) =/3(,53). 
(2) Since a(,5o) ~ 0/( ,53) , we  can apply Lemma 5.1 by setting t = 3 and 
Xo=a,  x t=a(ao) ,  x,=,5o,  x,+3=,5,,  x,+6=,55, x,+9=,53, xz,+8=a(,53). 
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By Lemma 5.1(4), 
0(x6, x,+9) = r, a(x6, Xr+8) = O(x6, Xr+10) = r + 1. 
Since x6 = y(Bo), O(y(Bo), 83) = r. Let  Yi = gi(Y(Bo), 63). Since a(x6, x,+7) = 
a(x6, x,+lo) = r + 1 and Yo = 83, we have that Yl ~ F~+l(a) and Yl ~x,+8 • C(Sz, 83). 
Since 0(y(Bo), y~) = r - 1 and y(80) ~ F6(a), we have that Y6 • F~(a) O F,-6(y(80)). 
Suppose that Y3 • F~+z(a). Then, by Lemma 5.2,/3(80) ~/3(Y4), which is not the case. 
Hence Y3 • F r (a )  and 83 ~Y3 ~ 26. Since Y(Y6) = y(8o), we have the assertion. [] 
LEMMA 5.4. I f  r=6,  then the following holds: 
(1) I f  80 ~ 81 ~- 82 ~- 83 and a(Bo) ~ a(B3), then there exists 84 such that 8o ~ 84 -~ 83. 
(2) I f  60 ~ 81 ~- 62 = 63 and a(60) = ot(B3), then/3(80) =/3(83). 
(3) I f  80 ~ 81 ~ 82 ~" 83 ~" 84, with or(80) = 0t(83) and a(81) = ot(84), then there exists 85 
such that 6o ~ 85 ~- 64. 
(4) d( r / )  ~<3 and if an(8, 8 ' )=3,  then/3(8)=/3(8'). 
PROOF. (1) Since 3,(8) = 6 for every 8 • / / ,  (1) is a direct consequence of Lemma 
5.3(2). 
(2) This follows from Lemma 5.3(1). 
(3) By (2), /3(80)=/3(83)~/3(61)  =/3(84). Now, 63, /3(80 e F6(8o), and there is a 
path of length 6, 
Yo = 83 --Yl ~YE~Y3 = 84~Y4- -Ys~Y6 =/3(81),  
where Yl • C(84, 83), )'2 • C(83, 84), Y4 = gl(a, 84) and Ys = g2(a, 84). 
It is easy to check that Yl, Ys e F7(8o) and that g1(83, 8o) ~g1(/3(8~), 8o). Hence,  by 
Lemma 5.2, (ii) or (iii) occurs. 
If (iii) occurs, 0(/3(8o), 84) = 8, which is not the ease. Hence 0(80, 84) = 6. 
Let 8o = Zo-  zl - z2 ~ z3 ~ z4 ~ z5 - z6 = 64 be a path connecting 8o and 8 4. Then by 
Lemma 5.2, we have (ii) as a(/3(8o), 64) = 6. Hence we can set 85 = z3. 
(6) This follows from (1), (2) and (3). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5. Suppose that r = 3. Let  
L(a, Y) = {or} U C~, 
y)= U r,(8), 
8~L(a.y) 
A = A(a, 7) = e(ot, 7) U L(a, y). 
In this definition we also write p (A)= P(a, y), and L (A)= L(a, 7). Clearly, L(zl) is a 
maximal clique in the distance-3-graph of F, and the assertion follows easily from 
Lemma 5.3. 
Let r = 6 and 
L(a, Y) = {o~} U U (F~(a) n ~(B)) u C,, 
a~c, 
P(o6 y)= U ~(B), 
8eL(a,y) 
A = A(a, 7) = P(a, y) U L(a, y). 
In this definition we also write p(A) = P(a, y) and L(A) = L(a, y). 
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We shall show in what follows that A is a geodetically closed subgraph isomorphic to 
3M k. 
Let y = y~ and {3'2 . . . . .  Yk} = 17(7). Due to Lemma 5.4, 
L(A) = {a} U {/3(y,) . . . . .  /3(Yk)} U Cv. 
By Lemma 5.4, the distance-3-graph induced on L(A) is of diameter 2 and is 
geodetically closed. 
We have that a(/3(y), Yz)= 6 and 
17(3'2)\{3",} = {8, . . . . .  ak_2} = r6(/3(3')) ,  
so there is a vertex 6~ E 17(6;) fq F3(/3(3")) for each i. Since the girth of F is 15, we can 
conclude that the valency of/3(3') in the distance-3-graph induced on L(A) equals k. By 
Lemma 5.4, this means that the valency of each vertex in p(A) is 2. 
Now we can easily conclude that A is geodetically closed easily. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.5. [] 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It may be too optimistic to expect a classification of P(r, q)-graphs or of the graphs 
similar to those discussed in the previous section in the near future. However, we 
believe that the investigation of such graphs plays a key role in giving an absolute 
bound of the girth of distance-biregular graphs or distance-regular graphs. 
We list several problems, which we want to see solved. 
1. Study geodetically closed subgraphs of distance-regular g aphs and prove results 
corresponding to Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 2.6, especially when a, ~ 0 (see [26]). 
2. Classify P(r, q)-graphs: 
(a) For r = 2, it may be possible to remove the condition on the non-bipartite case. 
(b) For q = 1, the classification implies a classification of distance-biregular graphs with 
vertices of valency 3 [32]. Hence we can obtain an absolute diameter bound of 
distance-regular graphs of order (s, 2), i.e. those with F(x) = 3." Ks (see [4, 21, 37, 22]). 
3. For an odd integer r, we can define P(r, q)-graphs in similar way. Let F be a 
bipartite biregular graph with a bipartition P U L, or a regular graph with F = P = L. 
For a positive integer q and a positive odd integer , we call Fa  P(r, q)-graph, if it is a 
connected graph such that 
Cf= P -- P L P . . . .  C r -- 1, a ,  "" :d r+ , =0,  =" cr+~ q+l  and = Cr+, Cr+2. 
Classify them. If q = 1, then F is a thin generalized polygon by a result in [32]. The 
P(r, q)-graphs with odd r appear as the vertex-clique incidence graphs of distance- 
regular graphs F' of order (s, t) with even numerical girth, i.e. Cr(r,)+ 1>1 and 
r = 2r(F') + 1, while those with even r correspond to those with odd numerical girth, 
i.e. Cr(r')+l = 1 and r = 2r(F') + 2. 
4. Study distance-regular g aphs F with r = r(F), Cr+~ =Or+2 = 1, and clarify the 
correspondence with P(r, q)-graphs. In particular show that r ~< 6 in Theorem 1.5. 
5. Let F be a connected graph of diameter d. For a subset I c {1 . . . .  , d}, let F (° 
denote the distance-I-graph, i.e. V(F ~)) = V(F), and let a and/3 be adjacent in F (n iff 
0(a,/3) s I. Study F such that at least one of the connected components of F (° is 
distance-regular of diameter at least 3. To start with, assume that F ~° is connected. It is 
not hard to determine parametrical conditions if F itself is a distance-regular graph. In 
particular, classify distance-regular graphs F such that F (2) is distance-regular of 
diameter d(F) ~ d(F (2))/> 3 (see Proposition 3.3 and [33, 35]). 
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6. Give a geometrical classification of Moore graphs. One of the reasons why we 
could not obtain the results for P(r, 1)-graphs with r ~> 6 is a lack of such classification. 
We believe that this is one of the keys when we develop structure theories of 
distance-regular graphs, just as the group-theoretical proof of Burnside's paqb theorem 
provided a breakthrough in the classification of finite simple groups. 
Recently, N. Yamazaki studied P(r, 1)-graphs following the method of this paper 
and showed the following: 
Let F be a bipartite P(r, 1)-graph with Cr+ 3 : 2. Then the following hold: 
(1) There is no such graph if r=6, 8, 10 or 14. 
(2) I f  r = 4, then F is the Foster graph of diameter 8. 
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